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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: NICHOLLS, IAIN

Age if under 18: Over 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: POLICE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 2 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: IA1N NICHOLLS Date: 21/09/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

On TUESDAY 13TH JUNE 2017 I was on duty in full uniform as part of a night duty marked police

serial 994C which was posted to LEICESTER SQUARE LONDON where we were conducting high

visibility Counter Terrorism patrols on foot our shift had started at 2300 hours.

At approximately 0100 hours on WEDNESDAY 14TH JUNE 2017 our serial was deployed to an RVP in

Bomore Road, W11 due to a fire within the GRENFELL TOWER. As our Carrier approached the RVP I

could clearly see that one whole corner of the GRENFELL TOWER was already engulfed in flames, it

was clearly apparent that this was a major incident with potentially lots of injured person & casualties.

Our serial was the first serial other than Local ERPT on scene at the incident, our serial was tasked to

create a cordon at BOMORE ROAD junction with AVONDALE PARK ROAD W11 directly outside the

KENSINGTON LEISURE CENTRE.

Directly outside the leisure centre the was several LAS crews administering First Aid to numerous

casualties from the fire, there was also several deceased persons covered with LAS blankets laying on the

pavement in full public view. There were lots of distressed, angry and upset members of the public in the

same area where the deceased were laying and were the LAS crews were treating the injured. PS Clive

SEAL 33LX immediately tasked our serial to clear this area of members of the public to make it a sterile

area for the LAS crews to treat and prioritise the injured and casualties.

This its self was very difficult as our serial was vastly out numbered by the members of the public, a lot

of which had friends and family members that lived within GRENFELL TOWER. Despite my repeated

clear and polite verbal request's to step back one IC3 MALE refused to back out of the sterile area and I
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had to physically remove this MALE by pushing him backwards with both my open handed palms of my

hands whilst shouting "Get back" repeatedly until his was outside of the cordon at the junction of

BOMORE STREET and TREADGOLD STREET where I remained as the only officer on this cordon as

the others officers of my serial were struggling to maintain the cordon at BOMORE STREET junction

with AVONDALE PARK ROAD where the large crowd of members of the public were still trying to

rush through the cordon.

Whilst I maintained the cordon at the junction of BOMORE STREET and TREADGOLD STREET an off

duty nurse identified herself and offered to assist the LAS crews with treating the casualties so I escorted

to the LAS crews. A MALE was stood at my cordon peacefully for several minutes so I asked him if!

could help him, he stated that his mother and sister had been on the 4th floor of GRENFELL TOWER but

had to go up the 22nd floor to escape the increasing fire and were now trapped, he was on the phone to his

sister directly. He was a Mr Ahmed ELGWAHRY of

his sister was Mariem ELGWAHRY DOB and his mother was a Eslah

ELGWHARY dob both resided in 196 GRENFELL TOWER.

I noted all of their details in my pocket book on page 55, which I then passed onto to local CID officers

that attended the scene. As Mr Ahmed ELGWAHRY was calm, peaceful and fully understood what a

difficult situation that the emergency service were dealing with, and was still on the phone to his mother

and sister who were trapped within the Tower that was now entirely engulfed in flames allowed him to

stand in between the inner and outer cordon.

Whilst controlling the cordon at the junction of BOMORE STREET and TREADGOLD STREET an IC3

FEMALE approached me identified herself as an off duty nurse who was willing to assist the paramedics

on scene with treating the injured casualties so I let into the sterile area and escorted her to treatment area

before returning back and maintaining the cordon.

I also had another IC3 MALE and short a while later an IC3 MALE who both chose to ignore the cordon

tape and took it upon themselves to walk under the police cordon tape and enter the sterile area. Both of

these MALES have continued to walk in the sterile area where the paramedics were treating the injured

casualties still, and was despite my repeated loud direct commands to "Get back out of the cordon past the

other side of the police cordon tape" which both MALES chose to ignore.

So to prevent these MALES interfering with or disrupting the rescue efforts being made by the

emergency services I have had to take hold of these males my their upper body clothing with both hands

and physically escorted the MALES out of the sterile area back past the cordon tape whilst explaining to
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them, why they couldn't enter the area. If there had been more officers at the scene/cordon I would have

taken the details of these MALES but due to the sheer gravity of the situation and lack of available

officers to help control the crowds and cordons it was better just to send both of these MALES away from

the area.

I continued to man this cordon until we were relieved by day shifts officers that arrived on the scene at

approximate 0800 hours by which the fire had died down a lot by was still burning.
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